SPECIALITY CLEANING
SOLUTIONS

Speciality Cleaning Solutions
A range of highly efficient cleaning solutions conducted by a set of specifically trained personnel with sophisticated machinery and chemicals.
Offered for a range of speciality cleansing necessities. Criteria include:
1. Disinfection services for virus or bacteria-infected spaces. Public transport, outdoors, and public spaces included
2. Proactive cleaning services for virus or bacteria control
3. Periodic deep sanitisation of highly infectious facilities that include morgues, coroners’ labs, hospitals, and chemical laboratories
4. Manage large events or festivals; cleaning or waste removal
5. Floor ‘strip and seal’ solutions
6. Factory floors deep-pressure wash cleaning
7. Graffiti removal, poster removal
8. Flood restoration
9. Construction cleaning or demolition cleaning
10. High-rise window cleaning
We are proud to be the first in Australia to be contracted for cleaning during the Covid-19 outbreak. We have worked exclusively with the largest
supermarket chain in Australia ensuring its safety for patrons during the panic period.
Special sanitisation with special chemicals and PPE with highly trained personnel is a unique service we render to a very special clientele in
Australia that includes authorities, government bodies, and even medical establishments involved in the examination or disposing of diseased
bodies or body discoveries. Samples are gathered and tested for cleanliness at a laboratory to ensure that the premises are safeguarded either
for human reoccupation or utilisation.
During major events such as Grand Prix racing events, cultural festivals, and musical extravaganzas, we clean the premises 24/7 for days with
constant portable toilet sanitisation and waste recovery or management systems to ensure public safety and enjoyment at its best during the
event.
Production factory floors and manufacturing plants (including power-generation) to meat factories are pressure-washed periodically to maintain
its occupational health and safety standards. Machinery in use are predominantly US-made pumps and washer systems with high-pressure
commercial-grade rating.
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